
Cu�ng Parts Cu�ng Parts with
① Cut a li�le bit away from 
       the parts.

① Cut a li�le bit away from the parts.

Gates are a�ached on the bo�om of the parts.

② Cleanly cut off remaining    
      gate with nippers.

② Cleanly cut off remaining gate with 　
　 nippers.

Nipper
Gate

Nipper

Gate

Assembly will become more 
difficult if there is gate 
remaining on the parts.

Instruc�on Bubbles 
with Double Lines

Instruc�on bubbles with double lines 
are supplement images such as "Side 
View" and "Assembly Example." 
Refer to images when assembling.

〈Example〉 

〈Example〉 

Gray Por�ons 
with Arrows

The gray por�ons of the arrows 
pass through other parts or show 
hidden connec�ng points.

Parts Numbers
The parts are numbered using a 
combina�on of numbers and 
alphabet.

〈In case of A❶〉

CAUTION
●For advanced users 15 and up. Do not give to children under the age of 15.
●Be careful not to mistakenly swallow small parts. May cause suffoca�on.
   Do not give to small children.
●Due to the produc�on process, the parts have sharp edges which
   may poke eyes or skin.
●Take care not to inhale the plas�c shavings when assembling.
●Make sure to paint in a well-ven�lated area.
●Be cau�ous while using cu�ng tools when building.
●Be gentle when handling the product to avoid accidental injury.
●There may be unannounced changes to the final product.

■READ BEFORE ASSEMBLING
○Make sure all of the necessary parts are included before  
assembling. ○Use nippers or a hobby knife to cleanly cut the 
parts (take care to avoid injury). ○Model kit may require 
extra materials such as a hobby knife or plas�c model paint.
○We recommend you use water-based paint to safely paint 
this model. ○Tools and other materials can be purchased at 
model shops and do-it-yourself carpentry shops. ○We may 
be unable to answer some ques�ons regarding paint.

CONNECTING PARTS
This kit has inser�on-type connec�ons: 
u�lizing plas�c model glue (sold separately) will make 
the connec�ons even more secure.
※Please use glue for ABS plas�c on the ABS plas�c parts.

Please read before assembly. (The following parts are for examples and
are not included with this product.)



Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S & 9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S) PARTS LIST
*Grayed out parts will not be used.

SPRUE J

SPRUE A SPRUE B

SPRUE C

SPRUE D SPRUE E

SPRUE F SPRUE G SPRUE H

SPRUE I

(ABS)

(ABS)

(ABS) (ABS)

(ABS) (ABS)

(PS)

(PS)

(PS) (PS)



SPRUE L x2SPRUE K x2

SPRUE M SPRUE N x2

SPRUE O x2

SPRUE S x2

SPRUE P SPRUE Q x2 SPRUE R

PC (POLY CAP) PARTS BASE MINI FLYING BASE

PRE-PAINTED PARTS

Head ① Head ②

SPRUE A

*The extra pieces of O➒ are spares.

*The extra pieces of S➊ and S➋ are spares.

*The extra pieces of PC　, 
PC　, and PC　 are spares.

*The parts are used to  assem-
ble the mini flying base.

*Pre-painted areas can be removed with model paint thinner.

(ABS) (ABS)

(ABS)

(ABS)

(PS)

(PS)

(PS)

(ABS)

(ABS)

(PS)

(PS)

(ABS) (ABS)

(PS)

〇Water Slide Decal



Adjust the 
angle.

Adjust the angle.

Adjust the angle.

<Completed Assembly>

<Completed Assembly>

Assemble the Nose

Assemble the Interface Suit

Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form)



Adjust the angle.

Adjust the angle.

<Completed Assembly>

Assemble the Torso

Assemble last.

Assemble last.

Cut cleanly from the sprue.

Cut cleanly from the sprue.



Assemble last.



<Attachment 
  Angle for J❽>

<Attachment 
  Angle for J➐>

<Front View>

<Bottom View>

<Bottom View>

Close last.

<Front View>

Close last.



Attach without 
blocking any parts.

Attach without 
blocking any parts.

<Front View>

<Front View>



Adjust the angle.

Adjust the angle.

Cleanly cut off the gates.

Match up the
indentations.

<Attachment Angle 
 for H❹>

Assemble last.

<Attachment Angle 
   for H➎>

*Attach the gray parts in the same manner.

Assemble last.

Match up the
indentations.



<Completed Assembly>

Assemble the Ankles

Match up the indentations.

Match up the 
indentations.

Cut cleanly from the sprue.

<Completed 
   Assembly>



Assemble the Right Leg

Adjust the angle.

<Completed 
    Assembly>

<Attachment Point 
for     and N➎>

Match up the 
indentations.

<Complete the Ankles>

Adjust the angle.

Assemble last.



<Complete the Right Leg>

Assemble the Left Leg
<Completed 
   Assembly>

Adjust the angle.

<Complete the Left Leg>



Assemble the Right Arm

<Completed Assembly>

<Complete the Right Arm>

<Closed Hand>
Assemble last.

<Open Hand>



Assemble the Left Arm

<Completed Assembly>

Adjust the angle.

     <Complete 
the Left Arm> <Closed Hand>

Assemble last.

<Open Hand>



Assemble the Right Sub-Arm

<Completed Assembly>

Assemble last.

Assemble last.

*Attach the gray parts in the same manner. <Complete the Right Sub-Arm>

Adjust the angle.Cleanly cut off 
the gates.



Assemble the Left Sub-Arm

<Completed Assembly>

Assemble last.

Assemble last.

*Attach the gray parts in the same manner. <Complete the Left Sub-Arm>

Adjust the angle.
Cleanly cut off 
the gates.



Assemble the Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form) 

Interface Suit

Torso

Right Leg

Left Leg

Ankles Ankles

Nose



*Attach the opposite side in the same manner.

Front

*

*

Right Sub-Arm

Left Sub-Arm

Right Arm

Left Arm

<Pod (For Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S Mobile Form)>

<Missile Pod>



*Assemble without blocking any parts.

Pod (For Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S Mobile Form)

Missile Pod

Assemble last.

<Railgun>

Adjust the angle.

Assemble last.

Missile Pod



※The diagram shows instructions for attaching the Railgun to the right 
   arm. Attach to the left arm in the same manner. 
※The diagram shows instructions for assembling the Right Weapon 
   Holding Hand. Use the parts in the parentheses for the Left Weapon 
   Holding Hand.

<How to Place the Railgun> <Complete the Flight Unit 
Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form)>

Assemble the Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form) Display Base

Adjust the angle.

Railgun

Railgun

Railgun



Adjust the angle.

Assemble last.

Match up the 
indentations.

Match up the 
indentations.

Model

Adjust the Engine Nozzle Cover

9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S)

Assemble the Head

Assemble the Chest

Assemble the Legs

Head Part②

Head Part①

Assemble the 
Right Arm

Assemble the 
Left Arm



Assemble the Model

Assemble the Pod (Normal State)

Assemble the Mini Flying Base

Assemble the Weapons

Head

Right Arm

Chest

Legs

Left Arm

*Use Mini Flying Base SPRUE A for assembly.

*The diagram shows instructions for attaching to the right arm. 
  Use the parts in parentheses for the left arm.

Cruel Oath 

Cruel Blood Oath



Assemble the 9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S) + Pod (Normal State) Display Base

<Pod Display Base>

Cruel Blood Oath

Cruel Oath

Pod (Normal State)

Model

Mini Flying Base

Adjust the angle 
accordingly.



How to Attach 9S (YoRHa No.9 Type S) to Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form)

<Right Hand>

<Right Leg> <Left Leg>

<Left Hand>

Model

Match up the indentations. Match up the indentations.

Right Hand
Left Hand

Left LegRight Leg



    

<Completed Attachment of 9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S) to 
   Flight Unit Ho229 Type S (Mobile Form)>

Model

Flight Unit Ho229 Type S (Mobile Form) 



Transform the Torso

Flight Unit Ho229 
Type-S (Mobile Form)

*This section provides instructions for when 9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S) is not 
  attached to Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form). Transformation is 
  possible in the same manner even with 9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S) attached.

Nose

Right Chest Armor

Left Chest Armor

Railgun

Right Rudder

Right Arm

Left Arm

Left Sub-Arm

Right Sub-Arm

Left Rudder

Dismantle by reversing the steps in 
<How to Hold the Railgun>. Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form)



*Diagram is simplified for the sake of clarity.

Right Back Unit

Left Back Unit



*Diagram is simplified for the sake of clarity. 

*Diagram is simplified for the sake of clarity. 

Right Back Unit

Left Back Unit

Adjust the angle.



Insert into groove.

Insert into groove.

*Diagram is simplified for 
  the sake of clarity.

*Diagram is simplified for 
  the sake of clarity.



Adjust the angle.



Insert into the holes on the torso.

<Complete the Torso>

<Back View>

Right Chest Armor

Left Chest Armor



Transform the Arms

Right Sub-Arm

Transformed Torso

Left Sub-Arm

*Attach      in the same manner.

*Adjust the opposite side in the same manner.
*Diagram is simplified for the sake of clarity.



Right Arm

Left Arm

<Complete the Arm Transformation>
*Attach      in the same manner.



<Completed Assembly>

<Pod (for Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S Flight Mode)>

Assemble the Flight Unit Ho229 Type S (Flight Form)

Assemble last.
Railgun

Right Rudder

Torso with 
Transformed Arms 

Nose

Left Rudder

Adjust the angle. Adjust the angle.

Adjust the angle.



Adjust the angle.

<Display Base (for Flight Form)>

<Display Base (for Mobile Form)>

Assemble the Base for Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Flight Form)

Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Flight Form)



Finished Assembly Images

<Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Mobile Form) & 9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S)>

<Flight Unit Ho229 Type-S (Flight Form) & 9S (YoRHa No. 9 Type S)>

A�aching Decals 〇 Prepare scissors or a hobby knife, tweezers, and co�on swabs.
〇 The decal s�cks on easily if the oil on the surface is removed with detergent first.

(Tips for A�aching Decals to Curved Surfaces)
Decals a�ach smoothly to curved surfaces when so�ened first with 
decal so�ener (sold separately).
Addi�onally, through the use of surface finishing spray (sold sepa-
rately), you can ensure that the decal does not get ripped.

① Cut the decal and backing with scissors or a hobby knife.

③ Remove the decal from the backing, and a�ach while adjus�ng the posi�on.

● Decals cannot be a�ached to rough surfaces or surfaces that absorb water (i.e.  
 rough, unpainted wooden materials).

Do not touch the decal un�l it has dried completely.

② Float the decal in cold or lukewarm water for 10 seconds and then remove with  
 tweezers.

④ Gently push on the decal with the co�on swab to remove remaining water. It is  
 complete when the decal is completely dry.

● To remove a mistakenly a�ached decal, place a thoroughly wet towel over it for  
 10 minutes and lightly rub the decal off.

When removing and a�aching parts to your model, make sure to  
not touch the surface you have a�ached the decal to.
Decals rip easily a�er the use of decal so�ener. Make sure to  
not touch the decal un�l it has fully dried. 
If a white space appears, you can either cut it out along the sha-
pe of the part, or fold it to the inside.
When using decal so�ener and surface finishing spray, make su-
re to follow the product’s direc�ons.
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